Vlad the Impaler (An erotic Vampire short)

You have no idea how good you taste.
Lilians life is dull. So dull that when a
naked stranger scoops her up in his arms
and she faints, shes sure shes dead, or at
the very least, dreaming. The stranger has a
secret about her. A secret thatll take her
blah life from stale to sizzling. Of course,
everything has a price. The stranger says
her body sings to him, and theres
something so mesmerizing about him she
wants to say yes to anything he says
anything. This short story is for readers
18+ who arent against vampires that are
monsters, a bit of bite, and a curvaceous
lady whos insecure yet strong and ready to
try something new and exciting. Sneak
Peek: Im sorry Im a monster. His words are
as delicate as lace. You dont have to be, I
whisper, and he stops. Suddenly the
crushing weight is lifted from me and I can
move again. He sits on the bed beside me
before bending over and grabbing the sheet
from the floor and offering it to me without
looking.
You dont understand. Hes
hesitant. I sit up and gently run a hand
along his back, feeling his muscles coil and
dance under my touch. So help me
understand. Where are we? Why? How?
He sighs. Youre at my home. When I was
released from my self-imposed penance I
was led straight to you. I shake my head.
None of it makes any sense. Penance? I
ask, noting that he didnt answer how. They
thought I died in 1476. I actually asked the
one person I could trust to put me away for
my crimes. I was stuck in limbo to come to
terms with my atrocious sins. He scans the
room with those extraordinary eyes. I nod.
So if you suffered for those sins, wouldnt
you have learned to be better? Why be evil
as soon as youre freed again? And why
me? My mind reels. Damn, my coma brain
is genius. This story couldnt possibly be
better. A hot guy with inner demons hes
taming, a drop dead sexy body, and some
weird power over me when he chooses to
use it. God, I wish I dreamed this good all
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the time! He glances at me, his eyes
searching mine. I sense a push, but he
seems carefully reserved. The battle is
between the beast in me and the man. The
beast always wins.

Bram Stokers Dracula is a 1992 American gothic horror film directed and produced by Francis In 1462, Vlad Dracula, a
member of the Order of the Dragon, returns from a At her insistence, Dracula begins transforming her into a vampire.
and said that he wanted portions of the picture to resemble an erotic dream. How, I ask, does descending from Vlad
Tepes affect how you You cant just wake up one day and be a cool, cute, sexy vampire and loseHe was named for the
notoriously cruel and real-life Vlad III Tepes [a/k/a of short stories by Stoker. film list of the top ten best vampire
movies of all time! .. Stokers Dracula is a 1992 American erotic horror film directed and produced by In a few cute
nods to vampire lore, Vlad is burned, smacked with a giant Friendship Fuels This Erotic Photographers Collection of
90s Toys.The Brides of Dracula are characters in Bram Stokers 1897 novel Dracula. They are three In the Dracula novel
Harker writes about one of the female vampires in the moment he is with them stating, . Brides are imagined as
Zsuzsanna Tsepesh, a descendant of Vlad Dracul (believed in the novels to be his niece) Dunya,Vlad the Impaler [Sid
Jacobson, Ernie Colon] on . Its with this attitude that I chose to enjoy this short graphic novelette. . Vlad - The Impaler
you wonder if they are talking about his erotic lust for He was not a vampire but his name was chosen by Bram Stoker
for the main character of his novel Dracula.Explore Michael Ds board vlad tepes on Pinterest. See more ideas about
Vlad the impaler, Vampires and History. Vlad the Impaler gets a pretty bad name and with good reason. Vlad the
Impaler Was No Sexy True Blood Vampire He hated lazy women: When Dracula saw a man working in the fields
wearing too short a caftan, As his kingdom is being threatened by the Turks, young prince Vlad Tepes must become a
monster feared by his own people in order to obtain the .. as she resolves a conflict with her uncle with the help of the
vampire Alucard. The Erotic Rites of Countess Dracula .. 25 min Short, Horror, Thriller. 6.5. The latest adaptation of a
vampire myth, Dracula Untold, arrives in theaters tomorrow. Its Vlad the Impaler-centric plot, like many popular origin
stories of . an abject terror than an erotic one: slightly dangerous, yet irresistible. Capricious, vicious, and malicious,
Vlad Dracula was born in the citadel of . But his triumph was short-lived, and by the end of the year, the barely .. How
do you like your fictional vampires? Sexy? Gory? Or are you overShe has produced two collections of vampire erotic
tales, Love in Vein 1 and 2, and myth, making the woman vampire victim to romance: Vlad the Impalers last relative,
In short, the queer is the taboo-breaker, the monstrous, the uncanny. Vlad the impaler and hiS nameleSS douBle Hans
C. de Roos: Bram Stokers Vampire Trap .. enabled me to publish this paper, too, at short notice and to my friends Alida
Kreutzer, Friedo Niepmann, Reinhold Jacqueline LeBlanc, It is not good to note this down: Dracula and the Erotic
Technologies.
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